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Abstract We present a contemporary view of how solar active region mag-
netic fields are understood to be generated, transported and dispersed. Em-
pirical trends of active region properties that guide model development are
discussed. Physical principles considered important for active region evolution
are introduced and advances in modeling are reviewed.
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Fig. 1 Full-disk observations by NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) on 2014-10-
23. The left and middle panels show a continuum image and line-of-sight magnetogram taken
by the Helioseismic & Magnetic Imager (HMI), respectively. NOAA Active Region 12192,
the largest sunspot group in cycle 24, appears as the dominant sunspot group and bipole in
the southern hemisphere. The right panel shows a three-color composite EUV image (the
94, 335 and 193 A˚ channels of the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) instrument) of the
overlying corona.
1 Introduction
Magnetic activity on the Sun drives a diverse range of dynamic phenom-
ena observed to occur on the solar surface and in the overlying atmosphere.
The global-scale distribution of magnetic fields on the solar surface gradually
evolves under the action of di↵erential rotation, meridional circulation, and
bu↵eting by supergranular flows. These processes operate steadily to mold
and to erode the Sun’s magnetic terrain.
Before high-precision and high-resolution spectropolarimetry became avail-
able, the solar surface was roughly delineated into active regions and quiet
Sun regions. Active regions were associated with magnetic complexes in and
around sunspots, while the quiet Sun was thought to be devoid of magnetic
fields. With improved resolution and sensitivity, we now know the quiet Sun
to be far from quiet. With Zeeman observations, we know the not-so-quiet
Sun is filled with magnetic fields down to the smallest resolved scales (⇡ 100
km, e.g. Lites et al. 1996; Domı´nguez Cerden˜a et al. 2003; Khomenko et al.
2003; Harvey et al. 2007; Lites et al. 2008; Ishikawa et al. 2008; Ishikawa &
Tsuneta 2009; Danilovic et al. 2010b,a). With the Hanle e↵ect and realistic
convection modeling, turbulent fields have been inferred to exist at unresolved
scales (Trujillo Bueno et al. 2004). Although the properties and origin(s) of
ubiquitous quiet Sun magnetism is still under debate (see the review paper by
Borrero et al. in this volume), comparative studies of quiet Sun field obser-
vations and radiative magnetoconvection simulations (e.g. Vo¨gler & Schu¨ssler
2007; Schu¨ssler & Vo¨gler 2008) suggest much of the quiet Sun magnetic field
to be generated by a distributed small-scale dynamo operating throughout
the bulk of the convection zone (Pietarila Graham et al. 2009; Danilovic et al.
2010b; Rempel 2014; Hotta et al. 2015, 2016).
What about the origin and life cycle of active region magnetic fields? The
definition of what constitutes a solar active region has evolved as our un-
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derstanding of solar magnetism has progressed in the last century. As sug-
gested by van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green (2015), a useful modern definition due
to Kiepenheuer (1968) is ‘[the] totality of all observable phenomena preceding,
accompanying and following the birth of sunspots’. Figure 1 shows a subset of
such observations from NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory. Active regions
leave their mark on the photosphere in the form of sunspot umbrae and penum-
brae, pores, and surrounding areas of small-scale field. The intense magnetic
fields threading sunspots penetrate the overlying atmosphere and structure
the solar corona.
Sunspot magnetic fields have been extensively studied since their detection
via the Zeeman e↵ect in the early 20-th century (Hale 1908). How are magnetic
fields on the Sun amplified, transported, and organized to form pores, sunspots
and plages? How do the magnetic fields subsequently erode from sunspots, and
where do they go? The life cycle of active regions is intimately connected to
questions regarding the physical processes governing the global solar dynamo.
The distribution of active region (old and new) magnetic fields on the solar
surface shapes the global structure of the solar corona (Altschuler & Newkirk
1969; Schrijver & De Rosa 2003) and heliospheric current sheet (Riley et al.
2006), and determines the open flux of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF;
Wang et al. 2000; Lockwood et al. 2009; Jiang et al. 2011). Last but not
least, non-potential (i.e. current-carrying) active regions spawn solar flares
and coronal mass ejections (CMEs; Gosling 1993; Chen 2011; Webb & Howard
2012). So studying how active regions form, interact and decay is pertinent to
our understanding of how the Sun’s magnetism modulates space climate and
space weather.
The physics of how the solar dynamo operates, how magnetoconvection
modulates flux emergence, how active regions build up free energy to energize
flares, and how they subsequently decay are all broad topics that deserve re-
view papers in their own right. We do not aim for this paper to serve as a
comprehensive reference for all topics associated with active regions. Rather,
the aim is to synthesize the broad body of knowledge into a narrative sum-
marizing our current understanding of the life cycle of active region magnetic
fields. Our narrative begins with the subsurface origin of active regions.
2 The Subsurface Origin of Active Region Magnetic Fields
By all available observational accounts, sunspots form as large-scale flux bun-
dles emerge from the solar interior onto the surface (see reviews by Zwaan 1978,
1985; Fan 2004, 2009; Lites 2009; Cheung & Isobe 2014; van Driel-Gesztelyi
& Green 2015). At the scale of photospheric granulation (L ⇠ 1 Mm), the
emerging flux reaches the surface as predominantly horizontal fields within
the centers of granules (e.g. Cheung et al. 2007, 2008; Lites 2009; Ortiz et al.
2014). These are accompanied by opposite polarity patches anchored in the
downflow lanes at the edges of granular cells. These telltale signs are evidence
that granular-scale magnetic ⌦-loops are transported to the surface from the
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solar interior by convective flows (and perhaps aided by magnetic buoyancy,
see section 5). Small-scale flux emergence events with these properties are not
only found in developing active regions, but also in more quiet regions of the
Sun (e.g. De Pontieu 2002; Centeno et al. 2007; Mart´ınez Gonza´lez & Bel-
lot Rubio 2009). In nascent active regions, ensembles of small-scale emergence
events have a preferred orientation aligned with the final orientation connect-
ing the leading and following polarity spots of the active region in a more
mature state (Strous & Zwaan 1999; Pariat et al. 2004). Furthermore, op-
posite polarity patches stream in opposite horizontal directions. Like-polarity
patches migrate in such a way that they coalesce into larger patches. When
certain coherent patches have su cient flux content (  & 1019 Mx), pores (i.e.
isolated umbral regions in the absence of penumbra) begin to appear. As the
flux coalescence progresses, pores merge with adjacent pores and penumbral
filaments begin to grow (e.g. Schlichenmaier et al. 2010). A detailed discussion
of observations and theory concerning these ‘phase transitions’ is beyond the
scope of this paper (we refer the reader to the review in this volume by Rem-
pel & Scharmer, 2016). Rather, we emphasize that an apparent underlying
driver rooted in the solar interior appears to move emerged flux patches in a
systematic, non-random fashion.
Extensive theoretical and numerical investigations of coherent magnetic
flux bundles rising through the convection zone have been carried out since Parker
(1955) first pointed out how magnetic buoyancy drives their rise toward the
surface (see the review by Fan 2009). Statistical properties of active regions,
including Hale’s law (Hale & Nicholson 1925) and Joy’s law (Hale et al. 1919),
provide observational tests for theories of the subsurface progenitors of active
regions. Detailed studies of the surface evolution of individual active regions
o↵er further clues regarding their subsurface structure.
As a example, Toriumi et al. (2014) carried out numerical magnetohydro-
dynamics simulations of the rise of buoyant flux tubes to mimic the observed
photospheric evolution of sunspots in NOAA AR 11158. This active region ap-
peared on the photosphere as two pairs of magnetic bipoles, and evolved such
that the following polarity of one bipole jousted against the leading polarity
of the other bipole, resulting in a sheared polarity inversion line which sub-
sequently produced an X-class flare and CME. Toriumi et al. (2014) carried
out simulations with initial conditions that consist of (i) two adjacent, sub-
merged flux tubes each with a buoyant segment, and (ii) a single submerged
tube with two magnetically buoyant segments. Both initial conditions yielded
a pair of bipoles emerging at the surface, but only the latter case resulted in a
sheared polarity inversion line amenable for eruptive activity. This result gives
support to that view that the drivers of solar eruptive events lie beneath the
solar surface.
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Fig. 2 Di↵erential rotation profile of the solar interior from an inversion of global mode
measurements by SoHO/MDI (figure adapted from Schou et al. 1998). The bottom of the
convection zone is indicated by the dashed curve. Salient features include the conical rotation
contours in the bulk of the convection zone, the solid body rotation in the radiative zone,
the tachocline at low and high latitudes beneath the convection zone and the near-surface
shear layer at low and mid-latitudes.
2.1 Helioseismic Constraints on Active Region Magnetic Fields
Helioseismology has taught us much about the properties of the solar interior,
and o↵ers the promise to teach us much about subsurface magnetic fields.
So having adopted our working definition of active regions being the ‘totality
of observable phenomena preceding, accompanying and following the birth of
sunspots’, what observational constraints has helioseismology provided on the
magnetic structure of active regions?
We first consider well-established helioseismology results that are relevant
to, but not directly concerned with subsurface magnetic fields. Helioseismology
has helped us learn about:
– The di↵erential rotation profile ⌦(r, ✓) throughout the bulk of the convec-
tion zone and in the upper radiative zone (Tomczyk et al. 1995; Thompson
et al. 1996, 2003; Schou et al. 1998, see Fig. 2),
– The depth of the solar convection zone, indicated by the dashed line in
Fig. 2 (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1991),
– Patterns of meridional circulation (Giles 2000; Haber et al. 2002; Komm
et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2013), and
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– Constraints on convective flows speeds (Hanasoge et al. 2012; Greer et al.
2015).
In the majority of global solar dynamo models, shearing by di↵erential rota-
tion, the so-called ⌦-e↵ect, plays a key role in the amplification of the mean
azimuthal (toroidal) component of the magnetic field. In particular, certain
mean-field (Krause & Ra¨dler 1980) dynamo models require @⌦@r to be posi-
tive or negative to give oscillatory solutions with equatorward propagating
branches (mimicking the butterfly diagram, see Stix 1976). Helioseismic inver-
sions of the rotation rate ⌦ as functions of radius and latitude have helped
rule out the applicability of a number of such dynamo models.
The quasi-solid body rotation in the radiative core was an unexpected
discovery (Thompson et al. 1996, 2003). This hints at the possible existence of
a fossil field contained within the radiative core whose Maxwell stresses keep
the core rotating as a solid body (MacGregor & Charbonneau 1999). However,
such a fossil field would presumably not undergo polarity reversals between
cycles and so likely is not the birthplace of active region magnetic fields.
The tachocline, which is the region of transition from solid body rotation
to radial isorotation profiles was recognized to contain large shear and so is a
candidate for the operation of the ⌦-e↵ect (which, in some models, leads to
strong toroidal fields that become buoyant unstable and rise toward the sur-
face). The tachocline is prolate and at low latitudes lies substantially beneath
the base of the convection zone. The region where rotational shear and convec-
tively stable stratification coexist is thought to provide a suitable region for
toroidal magnetic field to be generated and stored until it becomes buoyant
and rises towards the surface.
According to flux-transport models, meridional circulation plays a key role
in the working of the dynamo and in setting the length of the solar cycle.
In such models the meridional flow advects flux from decaying active regions
to the poles and causes the reversal of the poloidal component of the solar
magnetic field in the polar regions. The simplest models envisaged a single
cell in depth spanning from surface down to the deep convection zone. Time-
distance helioseismic analysis of about 2 years of ground-based Global Oscilla-
tion Network Group (GONG) data by Jackiewicz et al. (2015) and 4 years of
SDO/HMI data by Rajaguru & Antia (2015) support the existence of such a
single meridional cell filling the entire convective zone. These studies dispute
the reported detection of multiple cells structure in depth (Zhao et al. 2013)
and in latitude (Schad et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2013). The implications of mul-
tiple meridional cells for flux-transport dynamos have been explored by Hazra
et al. (2014) and Belucz et al. (2015).
3 Active regions and ephemeral regions
The magnetic pattern on the solar surface is continuously seeded by the emer-
gence of magnetic loops over a range of spatial and temporal scales (Schrijver
et al. 1997; Parnell 2001; Simon et al. 2001; Hagenaar et al. 2003; Meyer
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Fig. 3 Size distribution of 978 active regions (solid dots) and 9492 ephemeral regions (open
dots) identified from Kitt Peak full-disk magnetograms (reproduced from Figure 17, Chapter
8 of Harvey 1993). The measured quantity n(A) corresponds to the number of bipolar regions
with surface area A at the time of maximum development. For members in the sample with
area A > 3.5 square degrees, the power-law shape of the size distribution was found to
persist throughout Cycle 21 though the absolute appearance rates di↵ered by a factor of 8
between cycle minimum and maximum.
et al. 2011; Iida et al. 2012; Gosˇic´ et al. 2014). To study where, when and
how these loops appear is to get a glimpse of how the subsurface reservoir
of dynamo-generated magnetic field feeds the surface. Some properties of the
largest magnetic bipoles, the active regions are well-known. As a statistical en-
semble, they yield Hale’s Polarity Rule, Joy’s Law and the butterfly diagram.
What about their smaller counterparts? Are they simply smaller versions of
the same phenomenon? Do they share a common origin? In summary, are
ephemeral regions active regions?
This is one of the important questions addressed by K. L. Harvey in her
PhD thesis. Harvey (1993) used daily Kitt Peak full-disk magnetograms taken
throughout the duration of Cycle 21 (between 1975 through 1986) to examine
the statistical properties of bipolar active regions and ephemeral regions (see
also Harvey & Zwaan 1993). Figure 3 shows the size distribution histogram
of magnetic bipoles corresponding to 978 active regions (solid dots) and 9492
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ephemeral regions (open dots) identified over the entire data set. Their sample
of bipolar regions included only ones that emerged and reached their maximum
development on the visible hemisphere (although they correct for this obser-
vational limitation). The size distribution n(A) for the entire sample, defined
as the number of regions with area A per square degree per day, was found
to follow a power-law. For active regions with A & 3.5 square degrees, the
absolute emergence rate varied in phase with the solar cycle with a modula-
tion amplitude of 8 though the shape of the distribution remained unchanged.
For smaller active regions with 2.5 . A . 3.5 square degrees, the modulation
amplitude is about 5. For ephemeral regions with A . 2.5 square degrees, the
modulation amplitude is further diminished to a value of 2.
The emergence frequency is not the only property of magnetic bipoles that
depends on the area. The distribution of orientation (tilt angles) of magnetic
bipoles was also found to be size-dependent. Bipoles with A & 2.5 square
degrees had orientation distributions that are mostly consistent with Hale’s
polarity rule and Joy’s law. However the bias in the preferred orientation di-
minishes with decreasing A and is virtually non-existent for A . 2.5 square de-
grees. Furthermore, the distribution of emergence latitudes follow the equator-
ward propagating branches of the butterfly diagram but the latitudinal spread
of the distributions widen with decreasing A. Based on these findings, Harvey
(1993) conclude that ephemeral regions are the smaller-scale manifestation of
active regions over a continuous spectrum of magnetic bipolar regions spanning
almost three orders of magnitude in size.
The seminal work by Harvey (1993) was extended by Hagenaar et al.
(2003), who used full disk magnetogram data from the Michelson Doppler
Imager (MDI) on board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) to
study the size distribution of ephemeral bipolar regions. Their study di↵ers
from Harvey (1993) in some important ways. Whereas Harvey (1993) manually
tracked bipolar active regions, Hagenaar et al. (2003) used a fully automated
algorithm. The algorithm (detailed in Hagenaar 2001) implements the follow-
ing two steps. The first step involves the segmentation of individual magne-
tograms into discrete magnetic features with each magnetic feature consisting
of contiguous pixels of like magnetic polarity (above some sensitivity thresh-
old). The second step is the matching up of magnetic features in consecutive
magnetograms (96 minute cadence) satisfying certain spatiotemporal criteria.
This automated method only detects newly emerged regions and does not track
the development of detected bipolar regions to maximum development and be-
yond. In lieu of active region area, the Hagenaar et al. (2003) study measures
the size distribution in terms of magnetic flux content. Since the algorithm is
designed to only detect new bipolar emergences that occur within 96 minute
intervals, the detected emergence events are restricted to ephemeral regions
(and small bipolar regions) with fluxes in the range   = 3 ⇥ 1018   4 ⇥ 1020
Mx. The lower end of the range of fluxes is limited by the sensitivity of MDI
magnetograms and the thresholding criteria used for feature detection. The
upper end of the range presumably corresponds to an upper limit to the flux
emergence rate of ephemeral regions and of small and large active regions in
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Fig. 4 Appearance rate of bipolar regions as a function of magnetic flux (reproduced from
Fig. 11 of Hagenaar et al. 2003). The curves in the range   . 1020 Mx indicate distributions
of ephemeral regions identified in SoHO/MDI magnetograms. The black and gray curves
indicate distribution functions for data sets taken in Oct 1997 and Aug 2000, respectively.
The drop o↵ in emergence rates at the leftmost end of the flux range is attributed to
limits in the detection sensitivity of the algorithm for the available data sets. The range of
emergence rates reported by Harvey (1993) covering solar minimum to maximum (in cycle
21) is indicated by the diagonal light and dark gray bands in the right half of the plot.
The light gray band indicates emergence rates for the ephemeral regions and active regions
identified in that study.
their infancy. Hagenaar et al. (2003) fitted decaying exponential profiles (with
  as the independent variable) to bipolar emergence frequencies at di↵erent
times between 1996 (minimum between Cycles 22 and 23) and 2001 (one year
past the maximum of Cycle 23). They report a variation of the bipolar appear-
ance rate in antiphase with the sunspot cycle with a modulation amplitude of
at most 1.5.
Based on the results of Harvey (1993, see also Harvey & Zwaan, 1993) and
their own study of ephemeral regions, Hagenaar et al. (2003) produced the
composite distribution of bipolar regions shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic bipole
areas measured by Harvey (1993) were converted to magnetic flux content
assuming a given area-to-flux ratio. The drop o↵ in emergence rates at   <
1019 Mx is attributed to the sensitivity of the detection algorithm and source
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of data (MDI magnetograms). Disregarding that turn o↵, the bipole emergence
rate is seen to be a smoothly decreasing function over four orders of magnitude
in magnetic flux  .
From the size, tilt and orientation distributions from the Kitt Peak data
set, Harvey (1993) concluded ‘ephemeral regions are in the extrapolation of the
small-scale end of a wide size spectrum of bipolar magnetic regions’. At first
glance, the findings by Hagenaar et al. (2003) would suggest a similar conclu-
sion. However, Hagenaar et al. (2003) arrive at a markedly di↵erent interpre-
tation. They propose that Harvey’s findings and their own are ‘compatible with
an interpretation in which there are two distinct, but coupled origins of solar
bipolar regions: (1) a globally operating cyclic dynamo and (2) a near-surface,
small-scale dynamo’.
It is perhaps timely to assess whether the remarkable suggestion o↵ered
by Hagenaar et al. (2003) holds up against more recent developments. As
already mentioned in the introduction, there is now substantial empirical ev-
idence that the solar surface is pervaded by mixed turbulent fields down to
the smallest observable scales. Hinode spectropolarimetric observations of the
Fe I 6302.5 A˚ photospheric line taken in quiet Sun regions near disk center
show no significant variations of the turbulent field signal over the time period
spanning 2006 to 2012 (Buehler et al. 2013).
The terms ‘local dynamo’ and ‘surface dynamo’ are often used (sometimes
interchangeably) in the literature as labels for the physical system responsible
for generating the cycle-independent portion of the observed magnetic field.
These terms carry the connotation that there is a clear segregation between
the global cyclic dynamo and the mechanism generating small-scale magnetic
flux. As numerical experiments of convective dynamos may suggest, segrega-
tion may well be an oversimplification. For instance, Rempel (2014) used the
radiative MHD code MURaM to carry out a number of small-scale dynamo
experiments in a Cartesian domain. The convective flows in the model are
driven by radiative cooling at the surface as computed by solving the radia-
tive transfer equation with realistic opacities and equation of state (the net
vertical energy flux carried by convective motions below the surface and by
radiation above corresponds to one solar luminosity). The Cartesian domain
has a bottom boundary located at a few Mm below the surface and is open to
inflows and outflows. Rempel (2014) examined the dependence of the surface
magnetic flux densities on the choice of the bottom boundary condition. In
the case where magnetic flux is prevented from entering the domain through
upflows crossing the bottom boundary, the convective dynamo still operates
but maintains unsigned flux at a level below what is reported from observa-
tions (⇠ 85 G). One possible resolution to this incompatibility with observed
values of the unsigned flux is to allow inflows from the bottom boundary to
advect magnetic flux into the domain. Rempel (2014) tested this scenario by
enforcing that the r.m.s. field strength Brms(as a function of depth) scale with
the equipartition field strength (Beq = (4⇡%)1/2vrms) corresponding to the
r.m.s. speed vrms of convective flows. This setup led to surface field strengths
in agreement with observations. If this case were representative of the solar
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interior, it would implicate feeding of flux from the deeper layers to the shal-
lower layers as an important contributor to the surface magnetic flux budget.
It would suggest that the convective dynamo operates over the bulk of the
convection zone and is not localized near the solar surface (Fan & Fang 2014;
Hotta et al. 2015, 2016).
4 The small- and large-scale dynamos as a coupled system
In light of the aforementioned observational and theoretical developments, per-
haps we should reframe the scientific discourse on the ‘two dynamos’ and the
origin of active regions versus the origin of small-scale bipoles. If one takes
the view that turbulent convection drives a distributed dynamo that operates
over the bulk of the solar convection zone, one may expect magnetic fields
to be generated and maintained over a continuous range of scales. At small
scales (e.g. smaller than supergranulation) where the convective overturning
times are short and the associated Rossby number (Ro = Prot⌧conv , where Prot
and ⌧conv are the rotation period and convective turnover time, respectively)
is large, rotational e↵ects such as the Coriolis force are small. In this regime,
the dynamo-generated magnetic field patterns (at these scales) are expected
to follow distribution functions with essentially random tilt angles and be
largely insensitive to the phase of the solar cycle. This expectation is consis-
tent with the properties of the smallest ephemeral regions. At larger scales
(where Ro < 1), rotational e↵ects such as shear and helical motions become
important. Firstly, large-scale di↵erential rotation is important for the gener-
ation of mean-field toroidal flux (Babcock 1961). Secondly, rotational motions
generate helical magnetic fields, which in a turbulent medium exhibit an in-
verse cascade of magnetic helicity. This means the storage of magnetic twist
migrates from the small scales to the large scales (Brandenburg 2001).
To summarize, both observations and theory indicate the lack of a clear
separation of scales between the small and the large, between the convection-
dominated and the rotation-dominated regimes. So perhaps we should ask the
following questions: In a turbulent stellar interior like the Sun’s convection zone
where both the large and the small co-exist, what are the physical processes
that govern the formation of magnetic bundles that become active regions?
How does intermittency (i.e. the formation and destruction of spatially and
temporally coherent structures) and order (i.e. systematic behavior followed
by active regions) emerge (pun intended) out of this chaotic system? Do the
small-scales impact the e ciency of magnetic flux generation at large (global)
scales? The recognition that the global cyclic behavior of active regions and
the details of magnetoconvection are intimately linked is pushing the limits
of our understanding of the solar dynamo, and with that our understanding
of the life cycle of active region magnetic fields. Recent advances have been
enabled by numerical models of convective dynamos, a topic we will discuss
in the following section.
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5 The Cradle of Active Region Magnetic Fields
Parker (1955) first proposed the idea that sunspots form following the buoy-
ant rise of magnetic flux tubes from the solar interior onto the surface. The
underlying MHD concept is simple. Suppose a magnetic bundle is in pressure
equilibrium with its surroundings. Due to the contribution of magnetic pres-
sure B2/8⇡ to the total pressure inside the tube, the interior gas pressure is
reduced relative to the external gas pressure. Further assume the plasma in the
interior and exterior are in thermal equilibrium. This requires a density deficit
within the tube of order  %% ⇠   1  , where   is the ratio of gas to magnetic
pressures (in the deep convection zone     1). Due to this density deficit, a
flux tube has buoyancy and will rise toward the surface.
Parker assumed the existence of toroidal bands of magnetic field in the solar
interior whose polarities switch from one sunspot cycle to the next. Such ex-
pectations motivate the search for certain mean-field dynamo models (Krause
& Ra¨dler 1980; Ra¨dler 1980) with cyclic, wave-like solutions. While mean field
dynamo (e.g. see Stix 1976; Mo↵att 1978) solutions describe how the toroidal
and poloidal components of the azimuthally-averaged field evolve, they do not
provide a self-consistent picture for how active regions (and the associated
⌦-type magnetic bundles) form. Nevertheless, the existence of a mean com-
ponent of the toroidal field led researchers to study the linear (in)stability of
thin magnetic flux tubes (Spruit & van Ballegooijen 1982; van Ballegooijen
1982; Ferriz-Mas & Schu¨ssler 1993, 1995) subject to azimuthal perturbations.
The non-linear evolution of flux tube instabilities was studied by means
of numerical simulations solving MHD equations that describe how coherent,
slender flux tubes evolve under the influence of magnetic buoyancy, aerody-
namic drag and the Lorentz and Coriolis forces (Spruit 1981; Choudhuri 1990;
Longcope & Klapper 1997) in a rotating reference frame. A detailed review of
developments within the so-called thin flux tube approximation is outside the
scope of this paper. For that we refer the reader to Fan (2009). For our purpose
we merely summarize some important results. First of all, the Coriolis force
(2%⌦⇥ v) is found to deflect flux tubes rising from the bottom of the convec-
tion zone. This happens in two steps. First of all, the Coriolis force drives a
retrograde flow in a rising flux tube (to conserve angular momentum). This
motion then induces the Coriolis force to impart momentum to the flux tube
in a direction parallel to the axis of rotation. Flux tubes with initial B . 105
G are deflected to latitudes higher than emergence latitudes of observed ac-
tive regions on the Sun (Choudhuri & Gilman 1987; Choudhuri 1989). Since
the sunspot cycle is approximately 11 years and sunspots groups appear over
a large fraction of the cycle, the growth times of buoyancy instabilities are
expected to be in the range of hundreds of days. For much shorter growth
times, the underlying toroidal field would be prematurely depleted. For much
longer growth times, buoyancy instabilities would not lead to the creation of
sunspot groups. Schu¨ssler et al. (1994) reported a threshold of B ⇠ 105 G
to satisfy this requirement. For flux tubes initially located at latitudes within
±70 deg of the equator in the overshoot layer, the m = 1 and m = 2 modes
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(m being the azimuthal number of the perturbation) have the highest growth
rates. Furthermore, for flux tubes at these field strengths (and with flux con-
tent   ⇠ 1022 Mx), the thin flux tube model yields results that are consistent
with empirically reported relationships between active region tilt and emer-
gence latitude (see also D’Silva & Choudhuri 1993; Caligari et al. 1995), tilt
and magnetic flux content (Fan et al. 1994; Fisher et al. 1995) and the scatter
of active region tilt about Joy’s law (Longcope & Fisher 1996).
Thin flux tube calculations have been used to study the development of
asymmetries between the leading and following flanks of rising ⌦-loops. Asym-
metries can be characterized by a number of properties, such as the di↵erence
in the vertical orientation and the di↵erence in field strengths between the two
flanks. Caligari et al. (1998) compared model results from two types of initial
conditions, those in (1) initial mechanical equilibrium (“MEQ”, e.g. Moreno-
Insertis et al. 1994; Caligari et al. 1995) in the overshoot layer, and those (2)
with initial undulations and in thermal balance (“TBL”, e.g. Fan et al. 1993)
with the ambient stratification such that the crests are initially buoyant and
already located in the convection zone. For initial field strengths of B ⇠ 105
G, the two types of initial conditions yield opposite results. For instance, MEQ
(TBL) flux tubes have following flanks that are more (less) vertical than their
leading counterparts. Caligari et al. (1998) consider the MEQ results to be
more compatible with the observed proper motions of young active regions.
The results from the two types of initial conditions are similar for tubes with
weaker field (B ⇠ 3 ⇥ 104 G). At these lower field strengths, both MEQ and
TBL flux tubes approach the solar surface with the following flank more verti-
cal and possessing stronger field strengths. In section 5.1, we will discuss how
flux tubes with 3 ⇥ 104 G initial strength are perhaps more consistent with
observations when the interaction of the tube with convective flows is taken
into account.
It is unclear the asymmetries in thin flux tube models are physically com-
patible with observational reports of relatively longer lifetimes of leading spots
compared to following spots. For example, Meyer et al. (1977) assumed the
following leg of an ⌦-loop to be more inclined to the radial direction (op-
posite to the results of dynamical thin flux tube calculations) and invoked
the interchange instability to explain the relatively shorter lifetimes of follow-
ing spots. Rempel & Cheung (2014) perform a numerical MHD simulation of
active region formation by emerging a magnetic loop with an imposed flow
mimicking the retrograde flow driven by the Coriolis force. They found the
leading polarity model spot to remain coherent longer than the following po-
larity spot. However, their simulations only capture the top 15 Mm of the
convection zone and do not self-consistently treat the Coriolis e↵ect. Further
detailed investigations are necessary to clarify which physical e↵ect may be
responsible for morphological asymmetries in active regions.
Longcope & Klapper (1997) extended the thin tube model to treat flux
tubes with magnetic twist. In their model, magnetic field lines within the
tube are not assumed to be aligned within the tube axis. In addition to other
quantities like field strength, mass density and momentum, the extended model
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Fig. 5 Idealized 2D MHD simulation of the subsurface ‘explosion’ of an ⌦-loop (from
Rempel & Schu¨ssler 2001). Following the explosion, the magnetic field in the horizontal
portions of the loop is intensified.
solves for the magnetic pitch q(l) as a function of position along the tube
axis. Magnetic pitch is defined by the relation B (l) = q(l)rBl(l), where Bl
and B  are, respectively, the longitudinal and transverse components of the
magnetic field and r is the radial distance from the tube axis. By solving
for q(l), the Longcope & Klapper (1997) model captures important dynamical
e↵ects relevant to active region evolution. These include (1) the origin of active
region twist (Longcope et al. 1998), (2) the relation between active region
writhe and twist (Longcope et al. 1998), and (3) the driving mechanism for
sunspot rotation (by magnetic torque) and injection of free energy into the
corona (Longcope & Welsch 2000).
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The apparent success of the thin flux tube models to reproduce well-known
statistical properties of active regions on the Sun (and on other cool stars, see
Schu¨ssler et al. 1996; Granzer et al. 2000) opens up further questions about
the origin of active region magnetic fields. For instance, how can flows near
the bottom of the convection zone amplify magnetic fields to 100 kG? De-
pending on the model of the convection zone (e.g. 1D mixing length model or
3D dynamic model), the magnetic energy density associated with such fields
is estimated to be 10  100 times the kinetic energy density of typical convec-
tive flows in the lower half of the convection zone. So Lorentz force feedback
would likely prevent the amplification of magnetic fields to such strengths by
convective flows (or, for that matter, the shear at the tachocline). One pos-
sible mechanism for intensification of magnetic fields to super-equipartition
strengths was suggested by Moreno-Insertis et al. (1995). Working within the
thin flux tube framework, they reported how ⌦-loops from initial flux rings
with B = 104 G fail to emerge because they experience dramatic expansion
and weakening before reaching the surface. In the thin flux tube model, such
a subsurface ‘explosion’ leads to a pressure gradient within the ⌦-loop which
sucks material out of the legs of the tube toward loop apex. Rempel & Schu¨ssler
(2001) modeled this process using 2D MHD simulations (see also Rempel 2001;
Hotta et al. 2012, for corresponding models in 3D). As illustrated in Fig. 5,
the rise of an ⌦-loop through a super-adiabatically stratified layer (mimicking
the convection zone) can lead to an abrupt expansion of the loop apex (even
before it reaches the surface). The resulting pressure gradients drive upflows
through the legs of the loop, which partially evacuates the anchored portions
of the tube. The partial evacuation of the anchored portions leads to pres-
sure deficit and subsequent compression. The combined action of the vertical
compression and the stretching by outflows leads to an intensification of the
magnetic field. Rempel & Schu¨ssler (2001) suggest the repeated occurrence of
such explosions may produce the superequipartition fields that are required
by thin flux tube models for reproducing active region properties.
5.1 Magnetic Flux Tubes in a Convective Environment
Even as one grapples with the question of how 105 G fields may be generated
inside the convection zone, one may also question whether such strong fields
are really necessary, or just a requirement of overly simplified models. In par-
ticular, the thin flux tube models referenced above assume that the flux tubes
do not interact with convective flows. They also assume that a solitary tube
remains coherent on its journey through the turbulent convection zone. Does
the picture change when convective turbulence is considered? The extent to
which magnetoconvective e↵ects are included varies widely between models.
We first discuss models with the simplest treatment of convective turbulence
before proceeding to review state-of-the-art models of 3D convective dynamos
in Sun-like stars.
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The consideration of the e↵ects of convective turbulence on the life his-
tory of active region magnetic fields introduces both conceptual and technical
challenges. When convective eddies interact with a rising flux tube, do they
leave the flux tube intact or whitewash its identity either by enforcing mag-
netic reconnection at the scale of the eddies, or by turbulent di↵usion? How
does momentum transfer between a flux tube and convective eddies a↵ect the
former’s trajectory (if it remains coherent)? A quantitative examination of
the various e↵ects relies on helioseismic measurements (or constraints) on the
power spectrum of convective flows within the convection zone, which is a
challenging technical feat in itself (e.g. compare results from Hanasoge et al.
2012; Greer et al. 2015).
The action of the Coriolis force on su ciently large and long-lived flow
structures results in net helical motion, which is characterized by a systematic
correlation between horizontally diverging flows (associated with convective
upflows) and vertical vorticity of one sign, and horizontally converging flows
with vertical vorticity of the opposite sign (e.g. see Hathaway 1982; Ru¨diger
et al. 1999; Gizon & Duvall 2003). The importance of the Coriolis e↵ect can
be estimated by the Rossby number Ro = (2⌧c⌦ · gˆ) 1, where ⌧c is the life-
time (or correlation time) of turbulence, ⌦ is the rotational velocity and gˆ
the unit vector for gravitational acceleration. For Ro . 1, the turbulent flows
are rotationally constrained. Based on this simple analysis, surface granula-
tion flows are too short lived to be rotationally constrained. However, larger
scale, longer lived flows are expected to be modified by rotational e↵ects. The
action of the Coriolis is expected to generate clockwise motion in diverging
flows in the northern hemisphere and anti-clockwise motion in the southern
hemisphere. This expectation is supported by flow maps of the top few Mm of
the convection zone from time-distance helioseismology inversions (Langfellner
et al. 2015, see Fig. 6) and from surface flow maps derived from correlation
tracking of photospheric magnetic patterns (Hathaway et al. 2013). As we
shall see below, the helical nature of turbulence in the solar convection zone
has important implications for the generation of twist in magnetic flux tubes.
The e↵ect of angular momentum exchange between buoyant magnetic tubes
and convective eddies was first considered by Choudhuri & D’Silva (1990) for
axisymmetric thin flux tubes. They considered two scenarios. The first involves
so-called ‘giant cells’, which the authors treat as a uniform, radially directed
upflow that exert upward drag on rising tubes. In e↵ect, this means a rising
tube is no longer experiencing drag relative to a stationary background, but
against a background with a net outflow velocity. For a range of field strengths,
they found that an outflow with an amplitude of tens of m s 1 or more is suf-
ficient to move flux tubes radially to R = 0.9R . At shallower depths, the flux
tube expands so much that buoyancy and aerodynamic drag are negligible
compared to the Coriolis force, which deflects tubes to latitudes beyond the
Sun’s activity belts.
In the second scenario, Choudhuri & D’Silva (1990) considered how inter-
action of the flux tube with small-scale turbulence can erode the tube’s angular
momentum. This e↵ect is captured by adding a drag term to the azimuthal
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Fig. 6 Time-distance (TD) helioseismology flow maps averaged (a) divergent and (b) con-
vergent regions (reproduced from Langfellner et al. 2015). These flow maps were computed
by averaging over several thousand supergranules at a latitude of +40 deg and are repre-
sentative of flows at depths between zero and a few Mm. The color-scale in both panels
indicate the sign and magnitude of the average vertical component of flow vorticity (!z).
This work shows that, at the supergranule-scale, diverging (converging) flows are correlated
with negative(positive) vorticity in the northern hemisphere.
component of tube’s equation of motion. For an initially stationary flux tube
in a rotating frame, the tube gains angular momentum in a retrograde sense
due to the Coriolis force. This in turn leads to a Coriolis force which deflects
the tube poleward. Choudhuri & D’Silva (1990) suggested that the interaction
between the flux tube and turbulent convection can reduce the angular mo-
mentum of the tube, which in turn may lead the flux tube (even those with
initial field strengths of 10 kG, i.e. equipartition) to emerge within the Sun’s
activity belts. It should be noted that the e↵ect of di↵erential rotation in the
solar interior is not considered in this early work. Instead, the e↵ective drag of
the background convection on the tube is computed assuming the background
has zero angular velocity in the rotating reference frame. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, except for the near-surface shear layer, @⌦@r > 0 within the bulk of the
convection zone at latitudes below 30 deg. So the interaction between a rising
flux tube and the super-rotating medium may be have a more pronounced
e↵ect than was reported by Choudhuri & D’Silva (1990).
Turbulent convective flows are expected to influence more than just the
emergence latitude of rising magnetic tubes. The scatter of measured active
region tilt angles far exceeds their latitudinal averages, being particularly large
during the early emerge phase of active regions. Longcope & Fisher (1996) at-
tribute the large scatter in tilt angles to stochastic interactions of convective
flows with a rising flux tube. Using a mixing length model for the convec-
tion zone, they performed Monte Carlo simulations of thin flux tubes rising
buoyantly while being bu↵eted by convective flows. The randomly generated
convective flows modify the aerodynamic drag experienced by di↵erent sec-
tions of the tube and in doing so introduce scatter in the tilts of emerging ⌦
loops. When the initial field strength of the tube is 30 kG, the amplitude of
the scatter in tilt angle generated by the Monte Carlo models compares well
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Fig. 7 Shapes of toroidal flux tubes (with initial strengths from B = 15 to B = 100 kG)
at the time when the apices of the tubes reach the top boundary (r = 0.97R ). This figure
is reproduced from Weber et al. (2011) and shows flux tubes evolving in the absence of
convective flows.
against observational results. Furthermore, ensemble averages reproduce the
latitudinal dependence of the tilt angles.
The most sophisticated of thin flux tube models were carried out by Weber
et al. (2011, 2013). Instead of parameterizing the e↵ect of turbulent convective
flows, they computed the aerodynamic drag force on the tube by using the 3D
flow structure from a hydrodynamic global convection simulation. This non-
magnetic convection model was tuned (in terms of latitudinal entropy gradient
and the bottom and top boundaries and radial profiles of viscous and thermal
di↵usivities) to give solar-like di↵erential rotation (see Fig. 2). Figures 7 and
8, respectively, show the shapes of the magnetic tubes (with flux   = 1022
Mx) at a time when their apices reach the top boundary (r = 0.97R ) of
the simulation domain in the absence and presence of convective flows. In the
absence of convection, the rise time of a flux tube with an initial field strength
of B = 15 kG takes about half a sunspot cycle. Even a tube with initial
B = 40 kG takes a couple of years to reach the top boundary. In contrast,
the rise times of flux tubes in a convective environment is on the order of
months irrespective of the initial field strength. In the Weber et al. (2013)
study, they carried out a large parameter study by varying magnetic fluxes
from   = 1020 to 1022 Mx, field strengths from 15 to 100 kG and by sampling
di↵erent realizations of the convective flow pattern. They conclude that flux
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7 but for flux tubes evolving against a 3D convection model.
tubes with initial field strengths of B & 40 kG produce active region properties
that are most consistent with observed active region properties in terms of
Joy’s law, the scatter of tilt angles about the average, the most frequently
occurring tilt angle and the rotation rate of emerging loops with respect to
the ambient plasma.
5.2 The Origin of Magnetic Twist and Chirality in Active Regions
Statistical tendencies for active regions to display signs (e.g. measurements
of vertical current density) and symptoms (e.g. solar flares and eruptions) of
magnetic twist in the solar atmosphere (Pevtsov et al. 1994, 2014; Wang 2013;
Schmieder et al. 2014) o↵ers clues that may help us rule out theories of the
solar dynamo. An outstanding question is how active regions develop magnetic
twist. Does the dynamo spawn flux concentrations that inherently have net
twist? Or do the magnetic flux bundles develop twist as they rise through the
convection zone or even as they erupt onto the surface? Finally, what is the
relation between active region tilt and twist? First we briefly discuss ways by
which magnetic twist is inferred from observations.
Once an active region has appeared at the solar surface, vector magne-
tograms can be used to probe the magnetic twist contained within the region.
One commonly used quantity to characterize active region twist is the ↵ pa-
rameter. Di↵erent definitions of ↵ exist, and it is important to distinguish them
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for the sake of clarity. For any general magnetic field, the field-line torsion pa-
rameter can be locally defined as ↵torsion = j · BB 2, where j = c4⇡r ⇥ B
is the current density. The sign of ↵torsion reflects the handedness of neigh-
boring field lines gyrating around the local magnetic field. The magnetic field
is locally right-handed (left-handed) if ↵torsion > 0 (< 0). The amplitude of
↵torsion relates to the amount of twisting of the field.
Measurements of all three components of B are typically accessible only
at a single height. More precisely, photospheric vector magnetograms sample
magnetic fields in a limited range of optical depths near ⌧ = 0.1. Due to the
corrugation of the surfaces of constant optical depth (e.g. the Wilson depres-
sion), this impacts the accuracy of the horizontal field gradients needed for
computing jz, a problem that is especially pronounced at small spatial scales.
In any case, only the jzBz contribution to the dot product in the definition of
↵torsion is accessible to observations. So a commonly used metric for the mag-
netic twist of active regions at the solar surface is ↵z = jz/Bz (e.g. Pevtsov
et al. 1994; Leka et al. 1996; Leka & Skumanich 1999; Leka 1999). Here the dot
product in the numerator has been replaced by jzBz and B2 in the denomi-
nator has been replaced by B2z , so one should recognize that ↵z is at best a
proxy for magnetic twist. The current helicity density Hc (e.g. Seehafer 1990)
is related to field line torsion by the relation Hc = j ·B = ↵torsionB2.
Another proxy for magnetic twist is the force-free parameter ↵FF. If the
magnetic field is force-free, i.e. j k B, then ↵torsion reduces to the force-free
parameter. If the force-free field has the same value of ↵ throughout the domain
of interest, the field is called a linear force-free field and the associated twist
parameter is ↵LFF. Linear force-free fields are the solutions to the problem of
minimizing the magnetic energy of the field subject to the imposed flux at the
boundary and the constraint that magnetic helicity Hm be conserved (Woltjer
1958, also see discussion below for definition of Hm). Observations reveal that
↵ is usually not constant over an active region. ↵best refers to the linear force-
free field solution such that the discrepancy between the observed horizontal
field (equivalently, jz) with the model horizontal field is minimized (Pevtsov
et al. 1995).
The tilt of an active region should be distinguished from the magnetic
twist within the region. The tilt is generally taken to be indicative of the
large-scale (L & d, where d is the footpoint separation between preceding
and following polarities) handedness of the flux bundle associated with an
active region, while magnetic twist (especially those flavors of ↵ using local
derivative operators) measures the handedness of the magnetic field at small
scales (L . d). Joy’s law concerning active region tilts indicates a preference for
right- and left-handed active regions in the northern and southern hemispheres,
respectively. As discussed later, AR tilt is possibly indicative of the magnetic
writhe of a flux tube. This hemispheric preference is maintained even as the
magnetic polarity reverses from one cycle to the next. In contrast, vector
magnetogram observations of active regions show a preference for left- and
right-handed magnetic twist within active regions located in the northern and
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southern hemispheres, respectively. For example, Pevtsov et al. (1995) used
the ↵best metric to measure the average twist in individual active regions.
As discussed in section 2.1, helioseismology has so far provided few di-
rect probes of subsurface magnetic fields. However, knowledge about the flow
structure in the solar interior o↵ers some important clues. Local helioseis-
mology reveals that, in the northern hemisphere of the Sun, divergent flows
(associated with upwellings) are correlated with negative vertical vorticity !z
and convergent flows (associated with downdrafts) are correlated with positive
!z (Gizon & Duvall 2003; Langfellner et al. 2015, see Fig. 6). These results
are consistent with the e↵ect of the Coriolis force on the convective motions.
In a local Cartesian frame in the northern hemisphere, vz!z < 0 for both
upflows and downflows. Although the quantity vz!z is only one component of
the kinetic helicity Hk = u ·r⇥u, it nevertheless serves as a useful proxy for
the sign of kinetic helicity in the turbulent solar convection. With respect to
the sign of the mean kinetic helicity hu ·r⇥ui, helioseismic results agree with
theoretical (Ru¨diger et al. 1999) and numerical calculations (Hathaway 1982;
Ossendrijver et al. 2001) in that they suggest hu ·r⇥ ui < 0 in the northern
hemisphere and hu ·r⇥ ui > 0 in the southern hemisphere.
Applying the model of Longcope & Klapper (1997) for twisted thin flux
tubes (see brief discussion in section 5), Longcope et al. (1998) considered how
initially untwisted flux tubes rising from the bottom of the convection zone
may develop net twist as a consequence of their interaction with turbulence
with non-vanishing kinetic helicity. In their model, the generation of net twist
(as measured in terms of the magnetic pitch q(l) averaged over the tube) is a
purely geometrical e↵ect that can be explained in terms of magnetic helicity.
As pointed out by Woltjer (1958) and Mo↵att (1969), the magnetic helicity of




A ·B dV, (1)
where B = r⇥A, is conserved under ideal MHD evolution when no magnetic
flux crosses the boundary @V . For a set of closed rings of magnetic flux, as in
the case of a global toroidal twisted flux tube, the magnetic helicity can be
decomposed into contributions attributed to the writhe (denoted Wr) of the
axis of the flux ring and the total twist of field lines around the axis (denoted





where   is the magnetic flux of the tube. Longcope & Klapper (1997) pointed
out that a flux tube with zero initial twist and writhe (hence zero magnetic
helicity) can rise such that it develops net writhe due to bu↵eting by turbulent
flows with non-vanishing mean kinetic helicity hu ·r ⇥ ui. In their scenario,
the interaction with turbulence is in terms of the drag on di↵erent portions
of the rising tube, so the evolution satisfies ideal MHD. The helical motion
of the ambient flows leads to a net writhe of the flux tube. Since Hm must
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remain zero, magnetic twist of the same amplitude but opposite sign as writhe
must result. The local generation of twist due to writhing of the tube is coined
the ⌃ e↵ect. ⌃ is the symbol used by Longcope et al. (1998) to denote the
term that generates twist in time evolution equation of field line twist in the
their thin flux tube model.
Based on theoretical expectations, Longcope et al. (1998) assumed hu ·
r ⇥ ui to be negative (positive) in the northern (southern) hemisphere. As
discussed earlier this expectation is consistent with helioseismic inferences (at
least at supergranular scales, see Gizon & Duvall 2003; Langfellner et al. 2015).
With this assumption, their model predicts Wr > 0 (i.e. right-handed tilts of
active regions) and Tw < 0 (i.e. ↵z < 0) in the northern hemisphere. Long-
cope et al. (1998) argue that models relying on the ↵-e↵ect (in the mean-field
context, not to be confused with the magnetic twist parameter) would produce
active regions with the same signs for Wr and Tw, which would be incompati-
ble with empirical reports (e.g. Tian et al. 2001; Hagino & Sakurai 2004). This
last claim deserves a bit of scrutiny. As demonstrated by Seehafer (1996), the
↵-e↵ect produces magnetic helicity of opposite signs at the large and small
scales. Consequently, the mean-field ↵-e↵ect usually invoked to explain the
tilts of active regions should generate small-scale twist of the opposite sign at
sub-active region scales. So the tendency for Tw⇥Wr < 0 does not, by itself,
favor one picture over another.
6 Active Regions from Convective Dynamos
In section 5, we introduced various physical mechanisms that are deemed im-
portant for the birth of active regions. These e↵ects include magnetic buoy-
ancy, magnetoconvection, helical flows induced by the Coriolis force, angular
momentum conservation, and magnetic helicity conservation. Due to the com-
plexity of the problem, these e↵ects have mostly been studied in isolation.
For example, the convective flow patterns used in the thin flux tube models
of Weber et al. (2011, 2013, see section 5.1) were purely hydrodynamic, so the
work side-steps questions regarding the origin of toroidal flux tubes and the
Lorentz force feedback of the magnetic field on the convection. The question
of Lorentz force feedback is addressed in the 3D MHD models of flux tube
rise by Fan (2008), Fan et al. (2013), Jouve & Brun (2009, 2013) and Pinto &
Brun (2013). The numerical models in these studies solve the MHD equations
in a spherical domain without resorting to the thin flux tube approximation.
However, the flux tubes in these models are introduced in an ad hoc fashion.
Recent global turbulent dynamo simulations are beginning to capture all
these e↵ects in a self-consistent manner. Some of these models are starting to
reproduce certain aspects of solar-like behavior. In particular, some dynamo
calculations produce large-scale buoyant flux bundles that rise to the surface.
An example of turbulent dynamo calculations generating large-scale bipolar
structures is the work of Jabbari et al. (2015). In order to be able to control
the degree by which helical and non-helical motions drive the dynamo, they
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opted to not model convection, but instead imposed a forcing function in the
momentum equation. They found that, by varying the latitudinal profile of
the helical portion of the forcing function, they are able to generate bipolar
active-region like structures in the mid-latitudes or in the polar regions. This
result suggests the latitudinal shear profile in the Sun and Sun-like stars likely
has an impact on the latitudes of activity belts.
The relation between helically-forced turbulence and rotationally a↵ected
thermal convection (as occurs on the Sun) is not straightforward. However,
global convective dynamo models (with no externally prescribed forcing ex-
cept for a chosen luminosity and background rotation rate) are also able to
produce active-region scale flux concentrations. There are many unknowns
about magnetoconvection in the high magnetic and dynamic Reynolds num-
ber, high density contrast regime of the solar convection zone. However, the
solar luminosity is well measured and is not an adjustable parameter for a
solar model. Since this paper is about solar active regions and is not intended
to give an overview of convective dynamos, the following discussion will focus
on models configured to transmit one solar luminosity (L ).
The anelastic convective dynamo calculations by Nelson et al. (2011, 2013, 2014)
for a model of a young Sun rotating at ⌦ = 3⌦  generate mean toroidal fields
in the form of a pair of magnetic wreaths spanning the low to mid-latitudinal
regions of the convection zone. (see Fig. 9). Convectively induced undulations
of the wreaths spawn buoyant magnetic loops that rise toward the surface (see
Fig. 10). The field strengths in the troughs of these undulations are roughly
tens of kG, consistent with the field strengths of toroidal fields inferred from
thin flux tube experiments (see section 5).
The global convective dynamo model of Fan & Fang (2014, 2015) of a
star rotating at ⌦  reproduces solar-like di↵erential rotation, yields super-
equipartition field strengths (also tens of kG) near the bottom of the convec-
tion zone and generates buoyant flux bundles that rise toward the surface.
Statistical analysis shows that the bundles are Hale/anti-Hale at a rate of
2.4:1. Hale-like bundles have a mean tilt of 7.5± 1.6 deg.
6.1 Lorentz force feedback by Active Region Magnetic Fields
An intriguing finding from the Fan & Fang (2014, 2015) study is that a purely
hydrodynamic convection zone model yields anti-solar (fast poles and slow
equator) di↵erential rotation. This hints at the (possible) importance of the
back reaction of the Maxwell stresses on the di↵erential rotation profile.
The recognition that Maxwell stresses may modulate di↵erential rotation
is not new. Soon after the discovery of the torsional oscillation (a butterfly-
like equatorward propagating pattern of zonal flow residuals relative to the
temporally averaged di↵erential rotation profile, see Howard & Labonte 1980,
and chapter 9 of Howe, 2009), the Lorentz force has been invoked as a possible
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Fig. 9 Isosurface rendering of magnetic field strength in a convective dynamo simulation
of a star rotating at ⌦ = 3⌦  by Nelson et al. (2013). Coherent toroidal magnetic wreaths
are generated with field strengths beyond 10 kG. The magnetic wreathes contain cores that
have superequiparition fields strengths reaching 45 kG.
driver of the oscillation (Schu¨ssler 1981; Rempel 2007)1. However the strength
of the ”torsional oscillation” (zonal flows) in terms of rotation speed less than
one percent of di↵erential rotation. So if the Fan & Fang (2014, 2015) model
were representative of the solar interior, their result hints at a more important
role for Maxwell stresses than previously assumed.
Recent global dynamo simulations of a model star rotating at⌦ = ⌦  (Hotta
et al. 2016) suggest that Lorentz force feedback from turbulent fields generated
at the small-scales may even impact the strength of the large-scale toroidal
field. At a magnetic Reynolds number Rm ⇡ 300 (with constant explicit values
of the magnetic di↵usivity ⌘ and viscosity ⌫), the dynamo generates coherent
toroidal magnetic wreaths. For the same numerical resolution but with implicit
1 Drivers of a thermal nature have also been investigated by Spruit (2003) and Rempel
(2007).
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Fig. 10 Sequence of volume renderings of buoyant ⌦-loops generated in the convective
dynamo model of Nelson et al. (2014).
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numerical di↵usion set by a slope limiter scheme, the simulation becomes less
di↵usive, which increases the convective flow speeds at the small-scales. These
stronger convective flows were found to have a destructive e↵ect on the large-
scale toroidal field. However, when the numerical resolution is increased even
further such that Rm ⇠ 2000, the small-scale dynamo becomes e cient and
the Lorentz-force feedback from the small-scale field dampens convective flows.
This results again in a stronger large-scale toroidal field. In all three cases the
large-scale toroidal field predominantly results from amplification by shear in
the solar-like di↵erential rotation profile and the poloidal field is amplified by
convective turbulence. In short it is an ↵⌦ dynamo model. What this result
demonstrates is that a large-scale field can persist (and as shown in Hotta
et al. 2016, exhibit reversals) even in the presence of a small-scale dynamo if
the latter is su ciently e cient to have a strong Lorentz-force feedback.
Models where the interactions of the small and the large-scale fields are
treated in a unified system are still in their infancy. There is at present no
indication of convergence of the solutions with respect to magnetic and hy-
drodynamic Reynolds numbers. In particular, simulations have a tendency to
operate in a regime where both Reynolds number are very similar, a regime
that is known to favor turbulent dynamo action (see Tobias et al. 2013). The
convective zone of the Sun is, however, in a very di↵erent regime where the dy-
namic Reynolds number overwhelmingly exceeds the magnetic one (in other
words the magnetic Prandtl number Pr = ⌘/⌫ ⌧ 1). Under these circum-
stances the nature of the turbulently driven dynamo action is not yet well
understood (see Mart´ınez Pillet 2013, and references therein; see also Thaler
& Spruit, 2015). On the other hand, all current numerical simulations of con-
vective dynamos in the solar context are e↵ectively large-eddy simulations
where the smallest captured scales for both magnetic and velocity fields are
far removed from the theoretical dissipation scales. It is unclear what the ap-
propriate subgrid models for magnetic and viscous dissipation are and, given
the appropriate models, whether they result in an e↵ective Pr regime equiv-
alent to that expected from atomic values of the di↵usivities. However it is
clear that a potential coupling between the two dynamos can be essential for
advancing our understanding of the origin of active regions on the Sun.
7 Emergence and Active Life of AR Magnetic Fields
Having discussed the subsurface genesis and evolution of active region mag-
netic fields, we briefly turn to the next phase of their life cycle, namely emer-
gence and development at and above the solar surface.
The evolutionary state of an AR is closely related to the level of magnetic
activity it produces, i.e. the frequency and importance of flares and coronal
mass ejections. For ARs that are flare productive, larger flares (i.e. above
the C-class) are produced as long as high magnetic flux density/strong mag-
netic field concentrations are present, and the overall flare production rate
decreases sharply with decreasing flux density, while the rate of CME pro-
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duction shows a much slower decrease with time, ı.e. CMEs keep erupting
from active regions well into their decay phase (van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green
2015). This is not surprising, as during the decay phase persistent flux can-
cellations along inversion lines occur (Green et al. 2011). This is taken as an
observational signature of flux rope generation, either, through reconnection
and submergence of sheared field lines (van Ballegooijen & Martens 1989) or
via flux emergence (MacTaggart & Hood 2010). A prerequisite for sustained
CME production is maintained magnetic shear or helicity in the active region
field and su cient amounts of flux cancellations. As CMEs consume magnetic
free energy and carry away magnetic helicity, they exhaust this reservoir.
As an example, Cheung & DeRosa (2012) constructed time-dependent
magnetofrictional coronal field models of AR 11158 by using SDO/HMI line-
of-sight magnetograms. Magnetofriction assumes the plasma velocity in the
induction equation to be parallel to the Lorentz force (Yang et al. 1986).
By varying a shearing parameter that controls energy injection, they report
that persistent shearing/twisting near the polarity inversion line is required
to generate serial flux rope ejections. By using time sequences of vector mag-
netograms as well as surface flow maps from Doppler measurements and local
correlation tracking, it is now possible to derive the full photospheric electric
field of emerging and developing active regions. This allows one to quantify
the fluxes of magnetic energy and relative helicity (Kazachenko et al. 2014,
2015) from the solar interior to the corona. Electric fields derived in this way
have also been used to drive a magnetofrictional model of AR 11158 over a
5-day period (Fisher et al. 2015, see Fig. 11).
For an extensive review of active region evolution (during the phase when
they are visible at and above the photosphere), we encourage the reader to
consult van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green (2015). For discussions of the detailed
processes related to magnetic flux emergence, we refer the reader to reviews
by Schmieder et al. (2014) and Cheung & Isobe (2014).
8 Ageing Active Regions
After the brief period of flux emergence, which lasts for up to five days, de-
pending on the total flux to be emerged, starts the decay phase of active
regions, which is at least an order of magnitude longer. How long it takes for
the emerged flux to disperse to a quiet-sun magnetic flux density level while
being removed by magnetic cancellation, depends on the (i) total magnetic flux
(size) of the active region, (ii) level of magnetic activity outside and (iii) mag-
netic complexity within the active region. During high activity periods large
active regions may become indistinguishable from the ”background” magnetic
field within four months, while during solar minima that may take as long as
10 months (Schrijver & Harvey 1994).
During the dispersion process the area of the active region has an approx-
imate linear growth (van Driel-Gesztelyi et al. 2003), while the fields are
more and more e↵ectively shaped by di↵erential rotation, rotating the polar-
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Fig. 11 Distribution of Bz at photospheric (z = 0 Mm), chromospheric (z = 2.7 Mm) and
coronal heights (z = 5.4 Mm) of a data-driven model of NOAA AR 11158 (images produced
from simulation data described in Fisher et al. 2015). The data-driven time dependent
model retains information about the emergence history. Early in its evolution (see snapshot
at 2011-02-11T04:12), the AR consists of two isolated bipolar regions. As the two bipolar
regions grow, the following polarity of one (to the west) jousts against the leading polarity
of the other and creates a sheared polarity inversion line.
ity inversion line clockwise in the south, and counter-clockwise in the north
hemisphere. However, the weighted polarity separation may not be a↵ected by
the dispersion (Li & Welsch 2008). Di↵erential rotation shears the dispersing
fields, i.e. injects magnetic helicity (DeVore 2000). However, the helicity injec-
tion is not a monotonous function of time. Once the magnetic inversion line
has rotated to 45o with respect to the equator, the sign of helicity injection
by di↵erential rotation will change, and at any larger angle (i.e. more paral-
lel to the equator) the accumulated helicity will be eroded and even reversed
by this process. De´moulin et al. (2002) estimated a total magnetic helicity of
8.3 ⇥ 1042 Mx2 produced by di↵erential rotation during a five-month period
in AR 7978, which would only supply enough helicity for 4 CMEs, while the
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AR 7978 produced 28 CMEs during this period (see Table 6 & 7 in van Driel-
Gesztelyi & Green (2015). De´moulin et al. (2002) concluded that for AR 7978,
which decayed in isolation, di↵erential rotation was not the major source of
magnetic helicity injection.
Removal of magnetic flux takes place by magnetic cancellation (Martin
et al. 1985), which it is thought to reflect, in the majority of the cases, small-
scale submergence of flux. There is an asymmetry between flux submergence
and its counterpart, flux emergence, that is worth noticing. Flux emergence
at all scales has a well-defined observational signature, namely fields parallel
to the solar surface harbouring upflows. They have been detected in the large
scale emergence of active regions (see Fig. 3 of Lites et al. 1998) and during
the surfacing of small scale loops brought up by granules (see Figs. 5 and 6
of Guglielmino et al. 2010). The opposite, flux submergence detected as fields
parallel to the solar surface in a downflow region is more scarce (but see Chae
et al. 2004) and it has always a localized patchy nature. Submergence can be
brought along by downward magnetic tension forces in high-curvature small-
scale loops created in low-atmospheric magnetic reconnection (Cheung et al.
2008; Cameron et al. 2011). In cancellation processes opposite polarity flux
concentrations approach each other, and an equal amount of flux disappears
from each polarity. The main cancellation sites are along the magnetic inver-
sion lines within the active region and along its external boundaries. In the
latter case, submergence is expected to have the observed patchy nature as it
will depend on the neighboring fields that are randomly encountered as the
active region flux disperses. By contrast, along the active region neutral line,
the systematic cancellation processes observed during the decay phase have
not yet been unequivocally demonstrated to represent submergence episodes.
Indeed the most detailed study of the transverse fields observed at an active
region neutral line, concluded that these field lines display large scale upflows
of a few hundreds meters per second (see Kuckein et al., 2012; see also the
discussion in Mackay, 2015). It is clear that the nature of the cancellation
processes at active region neutral lines urgently needs further investigation.
Magnetic complexity within the active region naturally increases the mag-
netic cancellation rate, resulting in the survival of the majority polarity locally.
Such cancellation processes e↵ectively wipe out complexity within an ageing
active region, leading to a simplification of the magnetic structure, establish-
ing a pair of opposite-polarity monopolar regions. Small-scale flux emergence
episodes within either polarity may take place, but as long as the emerging
flux is inferior to the flux of the ageing active region, complexity is only tem-
porarily introduced. As such secondary flux emergence episodes are expected
to bring up equal amounts of positive and negative fluxes (although see Wang
& Shi 1993; Yardley et al. 2016, for examples when does not appear to be the
case) and cancellation processes between the ageing and new flux remove equal
amount of fluxes, these smaller-scale flux emergence episodes only temporarily
increase the total flux present.
A number of detailed case studies indicate that active regions have flux
loss rates in the range 5 ⇥ 1019   5 ⇥ 1020 Mx day 1. Green et al. (2011)
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reported a flux loss rate of 2 ⇥ 1020 Mx day 1, corresponding to a relative
loss rate of  ˙/  =  0.1 day 1, where   is half of the total unsigned flux.
At such a rate the active region would not last longer than 10 days and so is
unlikely to contribute significantly to the polar flux budget. However, Wang
et al. (1989, see their Fig. 3) measured the flux decay of an active region over
4 solar rotations and obtained a rate of 5 ⇥ 1019 Mx day 1, a much reduced
value. Dalda & Martinez Pillet (2008) measured a flux decay rate of 4⇥ 1020
Mx day 1 for a period of about 2.5 days that was followed by a plateau where
the remaining flux evolved at a much slower pace. A similar curve, including a
plateau region, was found by Sterling et al. (2010, see their Fig. 6). Tentatively,
one would conclude that there is a flux decay phase of active regions that occurs
at a pace of several 1020 Mx day 1 and that acts upon only a fraction of the
total flux of the active region. For the case studied by Dalda & Martinez Pillet
(2008), they estimated this to be about 50-70% of the total active region flux.
The remaining portion of the flux disappears at a much slower pace, perhaps
at a rate compatible with the decay measured by the di↵usion processes as
obtained by Wang et al. (1989, basically one order of magnitude slower). It is
worth noting that morphological changes in the spatial flux distribution of an
active region (e.g. spots disintegrating into small-scale magnetic features) can
complicate flux loss measurements. This due to the temperature-sensitivity of
the Stokes profiles of some spectral lines. So one may detect apparent flux
changes even though the flux has only been redistributed (flux “vanishing in
situ”). In any case studies of the flux loss rates of a large sample of active
regions is critically needed.
In some cases, unsual sunspot motions may occur, possibly owing to non-⌦-
loop (e.g. U-loop, see van Driel-Gesztelyi et al. 2000) subsurface geometry, or
multiple major flux emergence episodes in an active region, which drive large
flux concentrations towards the internal inversion line, significantly increas-
ing the cancellation rates there (Yardley et al. 2016). The presence of active
regions in the vicinity of emerging flux, if they are favorably oriented, can
lead to increased cancellation rates along the external boundaries and short-
ened active-region lifetimes. High decay rates have indeed been measured in
complex active regions where not only small flux concentrations but spot-size
magnetic fields cancel (e.g. 5⇥ 1020 Mx day 1 cancellation rate found in AR
11226 by Yardley et al., 2016; see also Sterling et al., 2010).
Magnetic flux cancellation along magnetic inversion lines do not only re-
move flux, but also change the overall magnetic topology of the ageing active
region. Through these processes, magnetic shear is getting gradually converted
into twist, forming a flux rope along the magnetic inversion line (van Balle-
gooijen and Martens, 1989), and redistributing helicity (from small to large
scales, see Mackay et al. 2014), concentrating it along the inversion line, which
explains the gradient in force-free alpha found in active regions (Schmieder
et al. 1996). Not all the cancelled flux is built in the forming flux rope, how-
ever, while the shear is transformed into twist. Green et al. (2011) very clearly
show (see their Figure 11) how cancellations in a five-fieldline sheared arcade
would form a two-fieldline flux rope, whose footpoints had no opposite-polarity
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cancelling partners in the interior of the arcade. This suggests that the more
sheared the arcade is the more flux can be built in the flux rope. At the oppo-
site end of the scale, no flux rope forms in a potential arcade where each flux
concentration has an opposite polarity with which to cancel. Savcheva et al.
(2012) shows that most models are compatible with 60–70 % of the cancelled
flux and 30–50 % of the total flux of a sheared active region being equal to
the sum of toroidal (parallel to flux rope axis) and poloidal (transverse to flux
rope axis) fluxes of flux ropes built up this way.
There exists a number of surface flux transport (SFT) models aiming to
explain how active regions decay and how their magnetic flux disperses over
the solar surface. SFT models treat the transport of radial magnetic flux on
the solar surface due to advection by di↵erential rotation and meridional cir-
culation and by turbulent di↵usion. For a comprehensive review, we refer the
reader to papers in this volume by Cameron et al. (2016) and by Wang &
DeRosa (2016) and the Living Reviews paper by Mackay & Yeates (2012).
SFT modelers have had considerable success in applying models to explain
the processes by which magnetic flux in the polar caps build up and subse-
quently reverse. The tilt of active regions is key to this. Due to Faraday’s law
(resulting in the conservation of magnetic flux), there are two ways to create
net residual flux in a hemisphere. The first is for transport of flux across the
equator. Due to Joy’s law, trailing polarity spots are, on average, found at
higher latitudes while leading polarities are found at lower latitudes. The flux
from leading polarities is more likely to be transported across the equator,
which results in residual flux from the trailing polarities to be transported
toward the polar regions by meridional circulation and di↵usion.The second
way is to have tilted active regions emerge such that they straddle the equator.
SFT models are kinematic, which neglects the back reaction of the Lorentz
force on flows. Furthermore, 2D SFT models do not take into account the
3D nature of active regions. For developing physical insight into how active
regions may decay, one must resort to 3D radiative MHD simulations. Rem-
pel & Cheung (2014) carried out a number of active region emergence and
decay experiments by advecting semi-toroidal flux tubes through the bottom
boundary of their Cartesian domain, which is located at 15.5 Mm below the
photosphere. In their models the numerical resolution and the top bound-
ary conditions were chosen such that the model active regions only developed
naked spots. They examined the rate of flux dispersal for one of the model
spots in the first two days during the decay phase and found it to be consistent
with 2D di↵usion with turbulent di↵usivity ⌘turb = 350 km2 s 1.
Rempel (2015) carried out 3D radiative MHD simulations of isolated sunspots
(see Fig. 12). For an experiment where the top boundary condition enforces
a potential magnetic field, the model spot has only very short, rudimentary
penumbral filaments. It is almost ‘naked’. For a numerical experiment with
the same initial conditions but with a top boundary condition that forces the
field to be more inclined to the vertical (so that the horizontal field is twice as
strong compared to a potential field), the umbra is surrounded by a penum-
bra. For the naked spot, Rempel (2015) reports a flux decay rate of roughly
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Fig. 12 3D radiative MHD simulations of sunspots with and without a penumbra (from
Rempel 2015). Panels (a) and (c) show the brightness intensity of a model sunspot with a
penumbra separated in time by 50 hr. This model was run with a top boundary condition
that enforces the horizontal field to be more inclined than a potential field. Panels (b) and
(d) show a corresponding model for a sunspot with rudimentary penumbra, which was run
with a potential field top boundary condition. The latter decays at a rate of 1021 Mx day 1
whereas former is essentially stable.
1021 Mx day 1. In comparison, the sunspot with penumbra maintains its flux
content over the same period of a few days. He analyzed the flow structure
around the two spots and found that the filling factor of downflows in the
periphery of the spot is suppressed in the case of the spot with a fully-fledged
penumbra. This reduces the flux loss due to downward pumping of magnetic
flux, and keeps the sunspot coherent for longer.
Consider a sunspot in a real active region on the Sun. The sunspot re-
sides within an active region, which itself may be located in the vicinity of
other active regions. Due to existing magnetic connectivities between the spot
and surrounding polarities, the relaxation of the chromospheric and coronal
field above the spot is not unconstrained and is unlikely to be in the lowest
energy potential state. Instead the field will be closer to a non-linear force-
free, current-carrying state. The results of Rempel (2015) gives some physical
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grounding to the idea that chromospheric and coronal complexity may have
an impact on the underlying sunspot in terms of photospheric magnetic field
and penumbral structure. And if the presence of a penumbra helps stabilize
a spot from decay, it would suggest that the the coronal field configuration
may have some influence on the decay process of sunspots and active regions.
These are speculations that can be tested by analysis of observations and by
further numerical modeling.
9 Closing (the loop) remarks
Statistical studies of the properties of active regions and ephemeral regions
(e.g. frequency, latitude and orientation of emergence) suggest that the two
features are drawn from a broad spectrum of magnetic structures generated
within the solar interior. The existence of magnetic bipoles down to the scales
of granulation provides evidence for the operation of a small-scale dynamo in
addition to the large-scale dynamo. But the ‘two’ dynamos are not decoupled.
The continuous distribution of bipole sizes motivates the search for a unified
physical model to explain both active regions and smaller magnetic bipoles.
Helioseismology has so far not provided direct constraints on the strengths
and geometries of active regions before they emerge. However, helioseismic
characterization of flows in the solar interior gives indirect hints as to how
active regions are generated and transported. For instance, the di↵erential
rotation profile in radius and latitude provides a constraint on convection
and magnetoconvection models. In addition, the measurement of the kinetic
helicity in the two hemispheres reveals how convective flows at supergranular
scales introduce twist and writhe into rising flux tubes. There is empirical
evidence that active regions exhibit opposite signs of small-scale twist and
large-scale writhe (the latter in terms of tilt). Bu↵eting of the active region by
convective flows introduces negative (positive) twist in the northern (southern)
hemisphere and the flux bundle can as a result develop a writhe of the opposite
sign. This is consistent with magnetic helicity conservation.
Both simple thin flux tube models and state-of-the-art global convective
dynamo models suggest active regions begin their rise to the surface as su-
perequipartition (tens of kG) strength magnetic bundles lying deep in the
solar interior (bottom half of the convection zone).
The most recent global convective dynamo calculations (Nelson et al. 2011;
Fan & Fang 2014; Hotta et al. 2016) yield toroidal magnetic wreaths ampli-
fied by di↵erential rotation within the convection zone. Despite the apparent
success of recent models, one should still be cautious about their fidelity to
the Sun. Although convective dynamo models are starting to reproduce some
solar-like properties, there remains a number of outstanding issues. In several
models, di↵erent choices of di↵usivities (viscous, thermal and magnetic) and
numerical resolutions can yield qualitatively vastly di↵erent results (e.g. Nel-
son et al. 2013; Fan & Fang 2014; Hotta et al. 2016) in terms of the strength of
the mean and maximum subsurface toroidal fields generated by the dynamo.
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Furthermore, several hydrodynamic (Brown et al. 2008; Fan & Fang 2014)
and magnetohydrodynamic (Fan & Fang 2014; Hotta et al. 2016) models are
tuned so that a large fraction (about one third in the middle of the convec-
tion zone) of the outward energy flux is carried by radiative/thermal di↵usion
as opposed to enthalpy transport (i.e. positive correlations between tempera-
ture fluctuations and radial flows). The enhancement of thermal di↵usion sup-
presses the otherwise large convective r.m.s. velocities, which in turn reduces
the Reynolds stress transport of angular momentum to the poles. This arti-
ficial suppression of the Reynolds stress is generally recognized as a practical
device to obtain solar-like di↵erential rotation (slow poles and fast equator).
For the time being this remains an ad hoc choice for a sub-grid model of energy
transport. The implications of this sub-grid model for our understanding of
solar magnetoconvection remain unclear.
The aforementioned generation of global solar dynamo models do not in-
clude the tachocline nor the near surface shear layer (see Fig. 2), which are the
regions of strongest shear in the solar interior. Such models can be contrasted
with earlier older models where the tachocline (e.g. Dikpati & Gilman 2001) or
the near surface shear layer (Brandenburg 2005) act as primary agents of the
⌦-e↵ect and/or as the reservoir for field storage (e.g. Browning et al. 2006).
Even without the tachocline and near surface shear layer the dynamo models
are able to yield active region-like buoyant magnetic bundles. However they
do not produce quasi-periodic reversals with solar-like butterfly diagrams. So
the roles of the neglected shear layers remain unknown.
The buoyant flux bundles generated in the convective dynamo models
do not rise through the surface to become compact active regions harboring
sunspots. The primary reason is that the simulation domains do not capture
the top twenty or so Mm (about half of the total pressure scale heights) of
the convection zone. There are separate Cartesian MHD models of emerging
active regions that capture those near-surface layers (Cheung et al. 2010; Stein
& Nordlund 2012; Rempel & Cheung 2014), but the large-scale emerging fields
in those models are imposed in an ad hoc fashion (by specifying certain bot-
tom boundary conditions). The goal for future models is to connect this divide
and to capture the formation, development and decay of active regions.
Surface flux transport models of active regions subject to di↵erential rota-
tion, turbulent di↵usion and meridional circulation achieve considerable suc-
cess in reproducing the migration of flux to the high latitudes to cause reversals
of the large-scale poloidal field (refer to companion review papers in this vol-
ume by Cameron et al. and by Wang & DeRosa). How similar patterns of
magnetic flux migration occur in the solar interior is less well known. The
model of van Ballegooijen & Mackay (2007) treats the evolution of magnetic
field in both the convection zone and corona in a simplified fashion. The coro-
nal field evolves by magnetofriction (i.e. setting v / j ⇥ B in the induction
equation). The kinematically imposed flows in the model interior mimic (1)
downward pumping by convection and (2) the ideal buoyant rise of a section
of a toroidal flux tube. In this model, an ⌦-loop is made to emerge to create
an active region with flux expanding into the corona. Subsequent flux cancel-
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Fig. 13 3D data-driven Babcock-Leighton flux transport model by Yeates & Mun˜oz-
Jaramillo (2013). The top (bottom) row shows visualizations near solar minimum (max-
imum). Panels in the first and second columns (from the left) show 3D renderings of the
toroidal and poloidal components of the subsurface magnetic field, respectively. Panels in
the third column shows the radial field at r = R  (saturated at Br = ±25 G). Panels in
the fourth column show potential field source surface extrapolations.
lation at the photospheric polarity inversion line leads to the formation of a
flux rope that erupts due to loss of equilibrium. Associated with this is the
submergence of flux back into the convection zone, which results in the repair
of the original toroidal belt.
In this description of active region evolution, the final fate of the field
lines is to submerge and return to their original state inside the Sun. But
elsewhere in this paper we have described how some of the active region flux
is known to be dispersed through the action of meridional circulation and
di↵usion, a critical process for the solar dynamo that leads to the reversal
of the polar fields. This brings up the question of what fraction of the active
region magnetic flux, if any, submerges and repairs the toroidal tube and what
fraction is transported to the poles. One would also need to understand what
distinguishes the two types of field lines: is the fraction of flux that participates
in the di↵usion process the one that somehow got disconnected from below
and the fraction that submerges the one that is still tightly rooted to the deep
interior? At any rate, it is unclear if the two processes co-exists during the
decay phase of an active region and an e↵ort must be made to understand
if this is the case. Some indication for the co-existence of these two processes
comes from the comparison of historical values of decay rates. Flux losses from
recurrent active regions that are known to contribute to the polar reversal are
hard to quantify as it is di cult to identify the amount of flux that belongs
to the active region in each rotation.
Yeates & Mun˜oz-Jaramillo (2013) extended the solar interior kinematic
model of van Ballegooijen & Mackay (2007) to perform a data-driven 3D
Babcock-Leighton flux transport model of a solar cycle (see also Miesch & Dik-
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pati 2014). They prescribed subsurface flows designed to advect toroidal flux
onto the surface. Idealized bipolar emergences were imposed at the times and
locations (latitudes and longitudes) of large bipolar magnetic regions (    1022
Mx) spotted in Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms during the years 1996 to
2008. The prescribed plasma expansion in the loops corresponds to an e↵ec-
tive density contrast of 27 between the bottom of the convection zone and the
photosphere. This is somewhat unrealistic since the actual density contrast in
the Sun is 106. Nevertheless, the model is calibrated to yield bipolar magnetic
regions at r = R  to have statistical properties similar to observed ones (e.g.
tilts). The key advantage of this data-driven model is that it provides the 3D
distribution of the subsurface magnetic field at di↵erent times of the cycle (see
Fig. 13). This model includes downward turbulent pumping (as a prescribed
background flow) and captures the toroidal belt repair mechanism proposed
by van Ballegooijen & Mackay (2007). The model also includes di↵erential
rotation, which is the primary mechanism for toroidal field amplification. By
virtue of being a kinematic model, it cannot be used to address questions
regarding the structural stability of the toroidal belts. But recall that global
convective dynamo calculations yield persistent toroidal magnetic wreathes
pervading the mid- to low convection zone.
The range of measured loss rates of magnetic flux from active regions
(5⇥ 1019  5⇥ 1020 Mx day 1) quoted in section 8 are based on a few studies
and need to be confirmed over a larger number of active regions. If the faster
decay rates are associated with the cancellation at the neutral line, the impor-
tance of any potential flux repairing mechanism can be quantified. The flux
that decays at a much slower pace would be the only one that remains avail-
able for surface transport processes to reverse the polar fields. Thus studying
the flux history of a statistically significant number of active regions and the
dynamics at the neutral line can prove crucial to understand the key players
in the last phases of the evolution of an active region. Note that persistent
submergence of active region flux and repairing of the toroidal tubes cannot
continue beyond the corresponding solar cycle, thus raising the question about
how the toroidal flux of a given cycle is finally destroyed. One option is the
encounter of the two oppositely directed toroidal belts in each hemisphere near
the equator where they would annihilate. Another important mechanism may
be the unwinding of the toroidal field due to the reversal of the poloidal field.
In any case, understanding which processes are key for closing the solar dy-
namo loop in its final stages requires first to detect the existence of any flux
repairing mechanism and the dynamics of the magnetic fields at the neutral
line of active regions. The answers to these questions may be key to closing
the loop on the life cycle of active region magnetic fields.
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